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INTRODUCTION 

LET n be the unit disk in IR*, Sz = ((IX, p) E Ii?*/ CY* + p* c 11, let I be a Jordan curve included 
in a ball of radius R of lR3, and H E C?“(lR3, IR). We look for a function U: 0 + R3 such that 

Au = 2H(u)u, A u0 on Q. (1) 

Moreover, we want II to satisfy 

1 

I&]* - l2.Q = U, * l.413 = 0 on Sz 

&*:aR --+ l- is a parametrisation of lY. 

This is Plateau’s problem (P). If u is a solution of(P), u(o) represents a surface with mean cur- 
vature H. In order to study the problem (P) we deal with another problem, Dirichlet’s problem 
(D) : given y : 132 -, iR3 such that y(aQ) C B&O, R), we look for solutions of 

I 

Au = 2H(u)u, A up on Q 

u=y on an. 

Many results are known for both (D) and (P), when H is a constant. The main ones are as 
follows. 

Hildebrandt [7] showed that there was at least one solution for (D) and for (P) if 
H = H,, 5 l/R. Then, the existence of a second solution was obtained when H,,R < 1 by 
B&is-Coron [l], and, at the same time, by Struwe [12] with a slightly stronger hypothesis. 
Struwe also gave another proof of this result using the “mountain pass lemma” [13]. 

When I is a circle, Heinz [5] showed that the problem (P) has no solution if H,r > 1. So, the 
condition H,,R s 1 is sharp. Brezis and Coron [2] proved that if I,, is a sequence of Jordan 
curves I,, c B(0, R,), such that R, ---* 0, and if C, , the surfaces of constant mean curvature Ho, 
associated with I,, , have bounded area, then a subsequence of (C,) converges to (0) or to a finite 
union of spheres of radius l/H. It is to be noted that Wente [14] had obtained a related result 
for the volume constrained Plateau problem. In the case where H is not constant, the results are 
less abundant. Hildebrandt [S] was able to find the first solution, Heinz [6] obtained a result 
about the regularity of the solutions of (1) and Gulliver found a result about the nonexistence 
of solution [4]. 

In this paper we investigate the behavior of sequences of solutions of (l), when His not con- 
stant. We deal with a sequence of solutions (u”) converging weakly in H’(Q). Our main result 
is the fact that, for a subsequence, we have the convergence in H~,(sZ\S) where S is a subset 
of finite cardinal, included in R. We will show that the weak limit is a solution of (1). Such a 
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phenomenon has already been found by Sacks and Uhlenbeck [IO] for harmonic maps of S’ 
into compact Riemannian manifolds. Then we will investigate the behavior of the sequence near 
a point of S and show that, at least, one solution of Au = ZH(u)u, A ud on mz can be “found” 
at every point of S. Finally we will study solutions of (1) on iR* and show that their energy 
17?1 IVul* is minored by a positive constant. 

1. TECHNICAL TOOL 

Let R = lx = (CU, p) E B?*/lxl’ = CY’ + p* < 1 I and let H: iR’ -+ iR satisfying 

H E P([R3, IR) 

IINLy?~) + ll(1 + I-d)lV~(~)l IlL’(rn’) < +a. (2) 

THEOREM 1. Assuming that H satisfies (2) then there exists E,, > 0 and K > 0 such that, for 
every solution u E H’(Q) of Au = ZH(u)u, A ui3 on Q, such that 

! lvul* < +a (3) 
.a 

we have the following property: let x E Q, r > 0, such that 

B(x, r) = (u E IR2/lx - yl < r) c sz 
and , 

I 
IvLq < &rJ (4) 

c BW. r) 
then 

sup [vu/2 5 5 
B(.r. r/2) 1 

Ivu12. (9 
c m. r) 

A similar theorem has been proved by Schoen [l I] for harmonic maps. Our proof of theorem 
1 is an adaptation of the proof given in [l l] to our situation. 

Proof. We know, by Heinz [6], that, if u E H’(R) satisfies Au = 2H(u)u, A uJ, then 
u E c3(Q) (if (2) is satisfied). 

Let r < 1, we note B, = B(0, r) E (x E R*/[x( < r]. We are going to show that theorem 1 is 
true for B, (the proof is similar for B(x, r)). 

We put e(u)(x) = Ivu(x)~‘. The map CJ + (r - a)’ siOp e(u) is continuous on (0, r] and is 

equal to 0 at r. We can find a, E [0, r[ such that 

(r - od2 s;~; e(u) = O~~r, ((r - a)*s;,p e(u)). (6) 

Moreover, there exists x0 E B,, = (x E i~*/lxl I a01 satisfying 

e. = e(u)(x,) = supe(u). (7) 
% 

Set p. = (r - c7,)/2. It is easy to see that sup e(u) 5 sup e(u) and that p. + go < r. Thus 
B(xo, PO) B oo+m 

sup e(u) 5 4eo. (8) 
B@o. Pa) 
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We define r, = Poe:” and u E e3(Br,,, lR3) as: 

u(x)=u($+xO). 

We have 

(9) 

e(u)(x) = Le(u) $ + x0 . 
e. ( > e. 

(10) 

In particular e(u)(O) = 1 and using (10) or (8) we obtain: 

We claim the following. 

LEMMA 1. Let W be an open set in m2 and u E e3( W) satisfying Au = 2H(u)u, A uB on W, then 
A&) L -2(H(u))‘e(u)‘. 

(See Appendix for the proof.) Now, u is a solution of Au = ZH(u)u, A ug, applying lemma 
1 we find that 

Ae(u) L -211H(u)ll’e(u)‘. (12) 

We deduce from (lo)-( 11) that 

Ae(u) 2 -8~~~I&~~e(~) on B,. 

In the Appendix, we show the following lemma. 

LEMMA 2. Let u E e’(B(O, R,)) n e’(B(O, R,)) such that Au 2 -Cu on B(0, R,) for some 
C > 0, and u 2 0 on B(0, R,). Then, for R, > 0, we can find K > 0 such that: for every 
R > 0, R 5 inf(R, , R,) we have 

u(0) I $ i u(x) dx. 
NO. I-3 

Here we use lemma 2 with u = e(u), R. = poei’2, C = 8jIHll~m.(m~, and R, = 1. First, 
supposing that poeA” > 1, then we obtain 

so 

1 = e(u)(O) 5 $ 
5 

e(u)(x) h. 
BI 

1sK 
s 

e(u)(x) b. 
B(xo, q,- I’*) 

Our assumption is that poeA” > 1, then l/e,j’2 s p. s r. Thus 

1sK 
s 

e(u)(x) h. 
B, 
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If we suppose that jB, e(u)(u) dx I 1/2K (taking E,, = 1/2K) we see that this case cannot occur. 
We can assume that Poe:” 5 1. Applying lemma 2 we have, taking R, = 1 

K - 
1 = e(u)(O) I ---f 

I 

K ’ 
e(u). 

eopo ~ Bpoe:* 
e(u) = 7 

eopo I . B(XU,PO) 

Now B(x,, po) c B,. So we can write 

Going back to the definition of o. we find: 

4ppoZeo = (r - ao)2eo = .~;‘o”~, ((r - a)’ sup e(u)). 
& 

Taking cr = 2/r we obtain: 

(13) 

On the other hand, by 

So we can conclude: 

4pb_e, 2 t r2 sup e(u). 
h/2 

(13) we can see that 
7 

pie0 _( K 
I 

&4. 
._ Br 

16K 1 
sup e(u) 5 - 
Br/2 

r2 &@). 
I 

2.STRONGCONVERGENCE IN H,;, 

THEOREM 2. Let (u”) E H’(Q) be a sequence of solutions of Au” = 2H”(~“)u: A I(;. Assume 
that 

(u”) + u weakly in H’(Q), 

H” satisfies (2) and 3 K > 0 V n llH"ll r=(e) 5 K, 

there exists C > 0 such that for n E N, iI I Vu” ’ 5 C, 
!n 

H” --t H a.e. on lR3. 

Then, for a subsequence, U” + u in H,L,(Q\s) where S is a subset of finite cardinal included in 
Q. Moreover, u satisfies, on Q, Au = ZH(u)u, A up. 

Proof The idea is to discard the points of R, where a complete solution of 

Au = 2H(u)u, A up on R2 might be “detached”, that is, the points where energy concentrates; 

just as in [I I] we introduce the set 

S = n 
r>O ( 

x E R/ lim inf (Vu”]2(x) dX 2 &g 
n-m B&.r) 

where co is the constant of theorem 1. 

We start by giving some properties on S. 
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LEMMA 3. S is a set of finite cardinal. 

Proof of lemma 3. Let a,, . . . . aN be N distinct points of S. There exists r,, > 0 such that all 
the B(ai, r,,) are disjoint and included in R. 

First, going back to the definition of S, one can find rt,, E ~P.I such that 

for every i E 11, . . . . N). On the other hand 

Thus N&e/2 5 C. This proves the lemma 3. 

Now let us introduce the set: 

z=n{ x 6 Q/ lim sup (vu”]*(x) dx L &g 
I 

. 
r>O n-m B(x. I) 

It is obvious that S c E. If S # E, then we can find a E X\S and a subsequence of (u”) for 
which lim inf jBca, r) Ivu”~~* 2 co. We note (u”) this subsequence. For this new sequence, the set 

k-m 
S has a cardinal larger than the cardinal of the set S of the initial sequence. We can go on by 
induction. The cardinal of S being bounded by 2C/e,, in a finite number of steps we will obtain 
a subsequence for which S = YE. 

We note (u”) this subsequence, from now on we work with this subsequence and we can 
assume that I: = S. We claim the following. 

LEMMA 4. Under the hypothesis of theorem 2, u satisfies Au = ZH(u)u, A z+ on Q\S and, for 
a subsequence, U” -, u in H,&(Q\S). 

Proof of lemma 4. Indeed, let W c sZ\S a compact, for x E W there exists r(x) > 0 such that 
lim sup jB(x,r(x)) 1~~~1’ < co. We can find x, , . , . , Xp E W satisfying: W C Up= 1 B(Xi, r(XJ/2). 

!I--= 
Then, applying theorem 1 to (u”) we have the following. 

There exists K, > 0 such that, for n large enough, 

Ilvu”llt-cw~ 5 &OK, 
1 

-. 
i E :Y.P.p) r(X;)* > 

so 

lim sup IIvu”II~-(,) I eOKi 
n-co (s:p &)* (14) 

This means that, on W, the gradient of (u”) is bounded independently of n. By [3, theorem 9.91 
we can say that 
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where 

We deduce from (14) and (15) that (u”) is bounded in W2vP( W). If p is large enough, Sobolev’s 
imbedding Wzsp --* C?’ is compact, then one can find a subsequence of (#) (still denoted (u”)) 
converging strongly in C’(W). By the unicity of the weak limit, the limit of this subsequence in 
C’(W) is necessarily u. Then it is easy to show that u satisfies Au = ZH(u)u, A ud in the sense 
of distributions. 

Now one can take for W the sets 

Rk = 
t 

x E S2/ dist(x, XI U S) 1 i 
1 

. 

For k large enough Qk # 0 and from what we have just seen, we can find a subsequence (ut) 
converging in II’( An easy induction on k shows that from this subsequence we can extract 
a subsequence (u;+t) converging in Zf’(@+‘), etc. Taking the subsequence (u,“) we see that 

($3 + u in H’,,,(R\S). 

The last step consists in showing the following. 

LEMMA 5. Under the assumptions of theorem 2, u satisfies 

Au = ZH(u)u, A uq on R. 

Proof of lemma 5. Let a E S, S being of finite cardinal, one can find r > 0 such that 
B(a, I-) C Q and B(a, r) Cl S = {a). Define 8: lR2 -+ R in the following way: 

e E @lR, R) 8(x) E [O, 11 

1 

e(x) = 0 for (xl 5 + 

f?(x) = 1 for 1x1 2 1. 

We put B,(x) = B(nx). Let cp E C?r(B(a, r), IR). From lemma 4 we can write, for n E Ir\J*: 

s * 
B(e r) d.WW - a)Mx) du = 2 

I’ 
H(u(x))~(x)0,(x - a)u, A z+(x) dx. 

No. 9 

In (?‘(@a, r)\B(a, 1/2n)) (for n large enough) u is the limit of a subsequence of (u”). Moreover 
{* lvunl2 I c f or every n. Consequently we have 

so 24, A uB E L’(B(a, r)). 
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Using Lebesgue’s theorem we get 

lim 
5 

&x)8,(x - aW(u(x))u, A @x) dx 
n-w B(0.r) 

= 
i 

Ip(xW(u)u, A n,(x) dx. 
B@. 6 

We can write (integrating by parts): 

i 
cp(x)&,(x - a)Au(x) dx = - 

s 
VP(X) * vu(x)e,(x - a) dx 

W 96 B@; r) 

- 
5 

cp(x)VB,(x - a) * Vu(x) dx. 
B@. e 

Vy? - Vu E L’(B(a, r)), then we can easily pass to the limit n + co in the first part. In order to 
conclude we must show that j BCo,r) e$x)V13,(x - a) - Vu(x) dx tends to 0 as n -, 00. 

We define the sets :A, = (x E R*/]xl E [1/2n, l/n]). The support of 8, is included in A,. 
Therefore 

IS (p(x)ve,(x - U) VU(X) ti 
B(O I r) 

5 mellrmcm3, s Ia + 41 Iwx + 41 dx 
B(O, m& 

5 f4vell .-,R3~llsllL-( jAn q*( jArnCO,, Ive + @I* q*. 

VU E L*(B(u, r)) thus lim jAncIBCo,r) Ivu(u + x)1* dx = 0. Moreover n(jA, dx)“’ is independent 
n-m 

of n. Hence lim j cp(x)VB,(x - u)Vu(x) dx = 0 as claimed. This concludes the proof of 
n-m 

theorem 2. 

3. NEAR A POINT OF S 

From the assumptions of theorem 2, we saw that if U” + u weakly in H’(Q), Au” = 
2H”(u”)u~ A 2.4;) then for a subsequence we have the convergence in H,‘,,@\S). In this section 
we study the behavior of the subsequence (still denoted (u”)) in the neighbourhood of a point 
of S, and we will show that, at least, one solution of Aw = 2H(w)w, A w0 is “detached” from 
the u”. Our proof follows [lo, 141. 

Let x0 E S, we know that x0 is isolated, then one find r. > 0 satisfying 

and Rx, I ro) c i-2 

x0 E S so lim inf jBCX0,r0,2) lVUn12 L co. 
n-m 

Thus, necessarily 

(16) 

(17) lim inf ]lVu”ll L’(B(X0, q/Z)) = + ao * 
n-m 
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We know that Vu” E Co (cf. proof of theorem 1) so we can find a, E B(x,, t-,/2) such that 

I V~“Wl = sup IVU”l. 
Boo. Q/Z) 

We claim that a, -+ x0. Indeed, supposing that this is not true, then we can find a subsequence 
of (a,) converging to x # x0. By (16) we know that x $ S then 

1 

lim inf I lVll”lZ < Eo. 
n-m c a@. r) 

Hence, for the subsequence converging to x, we can apply the results of theorem 1 

lim inf 
( 

sup lVUnjZ 5 
n-m B(X. r/2) > 

We obtain a contradiction with (17). Therefore a, + x0. 

and 
0, = IVu%,)I 

v” : R2 -* R’ 

K 
‘i co. r 

We put (as in [lo. 141): 

x -+ un ( > ;+a,. 
n 

un is defined on CY = (0,(x - a,)/~ E &x0, r,/2)]. We immediately verify that 

Au” = 2H”(v”)v; A L$ on Q”. 

Moreover, for x C KY’, IVv”(x)l 5 1. Let R” > 0, for n large enough B(0, R”) C W (here we 
use the fact that a,, -+ x0). 

As in the proof of theorem 2, we claim that there is a subsequence of (v”) (still denoted (v”)) 
converging in C?‘(B(O, R’)). Let v be the limit. Now we take a sequence (R”) E Rf* such that 
lim R” = +a. We build, by induction, subsequences (~1:) in the following way: 
n-m 

(u{+‘) is a subsequence of (L’:) 

(G) -+ v in C?‘(B(O, R”)) when k -+ +a. 

Then, the subsequence (v,“) -, v in C”(B(0, Q)) for every r > 0. We still note (v”) this sequence. 
For n 2 OIVv”(O)l = 1 then )Vv(O)I = 1, i.e. v is not constant. 

Passing to the limit in Au” = 2H”(v”)v: A t$ we get: Au = 2H(v)v, A ve in the sense of 
distributions. Moreover 

jQm 1~~72 = jB,,.,,2j lVUn12 I c. 

Take R > 0, for n large enough, B(0, R) c R”, hence 

r lV?Y12 I c. 
J ~(0. R) 
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Passing to the limit: 

1 lvu12 5 c. 
NO. R) 

We conclude by jlRz IVul’ I C and u is a solution of AIJ = 2H(u)u, A ug. 

4. SOLUTIONS ON IR* 

THEOREM 3. Assuming that H: lR3 + IF? satisfies the condition (2). We can find 01~ > 0 such 
that: for all u E H’(IR2, lR3) solution of 

Au = 2H(u)u, A ui3 on R2 

u # cte and 

we have jRz lVu12 2 cxo. 

Proof. Suppose that u E H’(lR’, R3) satisfies: 

r 
Au = 2H(u)u, A uB 

u f cte and 
s 

lvu12 5 e. (co as in theorem 1). 
RZ 

By theorem 1 we know that for all x E R2 

sup (Vul’ 5 K 
s 

hd2 B(x. 1) Wx. 2) 
and that this constant K > 0 does not depend on U. In particular 

Finally 
B@. 1) 

l/2 

llvull r-cnzj I K”’ 
(S > 

p2.q . (18) 
iR2 

In order to make the computation easier, we identify R2 with Q= :z = 01 + i/I. We put 
u(z) = u(l/z) for 2 E c\(O). 

It is easy to verify that 

and 

Hence 

Au = ZH(u)u, A ug on C\(O) 

pu12(z) = & lW2 ; . 0 
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We deduce from (19)-(20) that u satisfies: 

Au = 2H(u)v, A v3 on C. 

Changing, if necessary, H in H* :x -+ H(x + r), we can assume that v(O) = 0 and then, we can 
write (I u/I L”(B(O,l)) 5 K”2(SIR2 IVul ) ’ 1’2 Remembering that v(l/z) = u(z), we have obtained: * 

II4 L-(m2\cr(o.l)) 5 K"' 

Now, we use (18) to get: 

(i > 
l/2 

II4 r"(a2) I 2K”2 lvul2 . 
R2 

Let 9 E e:(K?‘, IF?) be defined as follows: 

t 9(x) 9(x) = = 0 1 for for 1x1 (xl 5 2 4 1 

and let 9,(x) = 9(x/n) n E h\J*. After an integration by parts, we obtain: 

i 
9”uAu = - 

s 
9”lVul2 - 

c R2 IR2 s 
IR2v9~uvU. 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Noting that IVuj2 E I,‘(lR’) and that luAuI I (Iu~~~~~~~)IIHII~-(~~)~VU~~ E L’(R’). We can use 

Lebesque’s theorem to conclude: 

and 

ll_mgj~z9”~Au = lR2uAu (22) 

97VUj2 = IR2 Jvu12. (23) 

For the third part of (21) we can write 

But 

(24) 

and 

We deduce from (21)-(26) that 

(25) 

lim (26) 
n-m 

I’.? lvu12 = - IR2 uAu 5 iR2 IH(u)l bi b’d2. 
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Therefore, using (19) we have shown that 

As we have assumed that u was not constant we get 

This proves theorem 3. 

Acknowledgemenr-1 would like to thank J. M. Coren for bringing this problem to my attention. 
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APPENDIX 

Proof of lemma I. Let e(u) = I Vu(x)l’ = ub + u,$ Writing Ae(u) we find: 

Ae(u)(.Q = 21~2, + 2& + &I + u,[u,, + ujjlj + 2@,, + up‘&. 

But we have assumed that Au = ZH(u)u, A up, so 

Ae(u) = 2[u:, + 2u$ + u&] + 4H(u)u, . u, A ud f 4H(u)u, * u, h us4 

Ae(u) = 2[uf, + 2~2, + u&] - 4H(u)(u, A uJ) . Au. 

Hence Ae(u) 2 -8H’(u)lu, A uJIz 2 -ZH’(u)e(u)‘. This concludes the proof of lemma 1. 

Proof of lemma 2. Lemma 2 is proved in [9, 5.3. I .]. For convenience we recall the proof. 

We have u E @(B(O, R,)) n @‘m such that 

Au = -Cu on &O, R,). 
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So, by [3, p. 711 we can say that, for R 5 R,/2 

J CuB(r, R ) dx 
BLV. R) 8W.R) 

where 

D(r,R)=log($)+;) 

r= Ix-yl. 

We put 

F(r, R) = 

So. it is easy to see that: 

1 

u(0) 5 I 
1 

Ftlxi. R) [! Q/Y - xi. RN(y) dy dx. 
1 NV. R) BW. R) I 

We can apply Fubini’s theorem: 

1 

u(0) 5 I 
* 

U(Y) dv 
Y &O. 2R) I Q~Y - xl,R)Q‘(lxl,R)d~ 

. 9 

where Zy = B(y,R) fl B(0, R). 

Applying Schwartz’s inequality we find that: 

But 

Then 

7 

I F(lxl, R)’ du = Ftlv - xl, R)‘du. 
c 9 

x 

I! 01~ - xl, RFC‘(lxl, R)h I I c F(l.ul, R)‘dx. 
CY 3 

An easy compute shows that 

4lxl,R)‘= -&-(I + +‘log(;) - f(R’- 1x/‘)) + ;(R’,og(&) - ;(R’- Ixl’)>i) 

Integrating we find: 

1 

! 
II 

F(lxl, R)* ck 5 1 Ftlxl, R)‘dx I -!- 
R2R4 

RR* + CR* 
LY NO. R) ( 
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Now we put y = x/R, 

So, there exist K, , K,, K, E k?’ such that: 

1 F(lxl. R)*dx 3 3 + K, + K,R’. 
XY RI 

Moreover, if we assume that R 5 R, we can write 

F(~x~,R)‘dx~~ for some K > 0. 

We conclude that 

putting 2R = R’ we find 

u(0) I K 
R2 s 

W) dx 
mo. ZR) 

4K - 
u(0) s - 

I R” y 
W dx for all R’ 5 inf(R,, R,). 

.%o. R’) 


